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UTE HUSKEN 

The Application of the Vinaya Term nasana> 

The first section in the book of Buddhist monastic discipline (Vinaya
pitaka) is known as pdrdjika. The significance of these rules is empha
sized by the fact that out of the list of 220 prescriptions which are 
recited fortnightly (pdtimokkha) only these four rules are announced to 
a newly ordained monk immediately after full ordination (upasampadd; 
Vin I 96.20-97.18)2. The transgression of one of the pdrdjika rules 
leads to the monk's or nun's permanent and irreversible loss of status as 
a fully ordained member of the order. 

Buddhist law as specified in the Vinayapitaka is generally based on the 
concept that an offence is established only after the offender pleads 
guilty.3 Consequently, if an offender is aware of his pdrdjika offence 
and leaves the order on his own initiative, the Vinaya describes no 
concrete act of expulsion by the Samgha. Rather the actual status of a 
person guilty of such a transgression is rendered by the words ayam pi 
pdrdjiko hoti asamvdso, "This one has committed a pdrdjika and (there
fore) is without (any) communion" (e.g. Vin III 46.20**; cf. Vin IV 
213.37**-38**y>. 

There are, however, a few instances in the Vinayapitaka where another 
term is applied to express that a person has to leave the order, namely 
ndsana, ndseti etc. This state of affairs led Isaline Blew HORNER in her 
English translation of the Vinayapitaka to the conclusion that the verb 

1. I wish herewith to express my gratitude to Prof. Oskar VON HINOBER, who 
kindly sent me material on the term ndsana which he had collected, and provided 
very helpful suggestions. Additionally, I wish to draw the reader's attention to an 
article written by Edith NOLOT, which is published in the Journal of the Pali Text 
Society XXIII ("Studies in Vinaya Technical Terms VI"). There NOLOT provides 
an extremely useful systematic collection of the material on ndsana in the Pali and 
Sanskrit sources. 

2. Nuns have to observe eight pdrdjika rules which are announced to them after full 
ordination (Vin II 274.23-24). 

3. Cf. VON HINOBER, "Buddhist Law", p. 11. 

4. In the casuistries the expression is dpattim tvam bhikkhu dpanno pdrdjikam, 
"You, monk, have committed apdrdjika offence" (e.g. Vin III 57.14-15). 
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ndseti in the Suttavibhanga generally refers to the expulsion of members 
of the order who have committed a pdrdjika offence (BD I, p. xxvii). 
This statement will be qualified in this paper. 

In the eldest stratum of the Vinaya, the Pdtimokkha, ndsand with 
respect to monks or nuns is used in only one instance, that is Pdrdjika 2 
of the Bhikkhunlvibhahga (Vin IV 216.31 **-217.3**).5 This rule 
forbids nuns to keep quiet about the pdrdjika offence of a fellow nun.6 

"Has been expelled" (ndsitd) in this rule is listed in a series of verbs 
expressing that the nun guilty of a pdrdjika offence has not left the order 
in the usual way, but rather that she kept quiet about her misdeed for a 
certain period before finally leaving the order for another reason. 
Indeed, both the forced and the voluntary leaving of the order are 
clearly contrasted here by the use of the terms ndsitd and avasatd (Vin 
IV 216.33**-34** and 217.13-15). Thus Pdrdjika 2 of the Bhikkhuni-
vibhariga indicates that the expulsion ndsand of nuns (and monks) comes 
about when they, after committing a pdrdjika, keep their deed quiet and 
as a result fail to leave the order on their own initiative. In this case the 
Samgha is apparently forced to take an active role in the expulsion of 
the offender. The procedure of expulsion, however, is not described in 
the Vinaya. 

Another reference in the Vinaya also uses ndsand in connection with a 
pdrdjika offence (Vin I 173.20-22): A monk, who is accused of a 
pdrdjika offence during the pavdrand ceremony at the end of the rainy 

5. In another passage of the pdtimokkha, ndsand does not refer to fully ordained 
individuals but to novices (sdmanera) (see below, p. 99). 

6. The text of this rule in OLDENBERG'S edition (Vin IV 216.31 -217.3) is not 
correct. The text of the Burmese, Sinhalese, and Thai editions is: yd pana 
bhikkhuni jdnam pdrdjikam dhammam ajjhapannam bhikkhunim n" ev" attand 
paticodeyya na ganassa aroceyya yadd ca sd thitd vd assa cutd vd ndsitd vd 
avasatd vd sdpacchd evam vadeyya: pubbevdham ayye ahndsim etam bhikkhu
nim evarupd ca evarupd ca sd bhaginiti, no ca kho attand paticodessam na 
ganassa arocessan [Vin: paticodeyyam na ganassa drocceyyan] ti, ay am pi 
pdrdjika hoti asamvdsd vajjapaticchddikd "ti. HORNER's translation of this rule 
(BD III, p. 166) has to be corrected accordingly: "Whatever nun, knowing that a 
nun has fallen into a matter involving defeat, should neither herself reprove her, 
nor speak to a group, but when she may be remaining or deceased or expelled or 
withdrawn, should afterwards speak thus: 'Ladies, before I knew this nun, she 
was a sister like this and like that, (but I thought:) 4I will neither myself 
reprove her nor speak to a group [BD III, p. 166: and should neither herself 
reprove her nor should speak to a group!', she also becomes one who is 
defeated, she is not in communion, she is one who conceals a fault." 
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season7, admits to having committed it. The Samgha then performs 
pavdrand only after having expelled him (ndsetvd). In this particular 
case the expulsion of the offender may be necessitated by the Samgha's 
desire to perform an ecclesiastical act, the validity of which requires the 
order to be both "complete" (samagga) and "pure" (parisuddha), that is, 
without offence at that very moment. When one of the participants is 
found to be not "pure" the ecclesiastical act loses validity. Thus a monk 
guilty of a pdrdjika offence has to be removed perhaps even physically8 

by the Samgha. He must remain outside the spatial boundary (simd) 
stipulated for this ecclesiastical act within which only "pure" monks can 
be present. Thus in this particular case the reason for the use of the term 
ndsand might once again be the necessity for an active role of the 
Samgha in the expulsion. This supposition seems more likely if one 
remembers that the offender evidently failed to confess his offence 
immediately after having committed it but rather only after having been 
placed under investigation during the ecclesiastical act of pavdrana. 

In other passages of the Suttavibhanga the term ndsand instead of 
pdrdjika is used. Some of these references are to be found in the 
casuistry of Pdrdjika 1 of the Bhikkhuvibhahga, that is, the rule 
prescribing celibacy. There the following cases are mentioned (Vin HI 
33.24-28): A monk, who is guilty of having raped a sleeping co-monk 
or novice, should be expelled {ndsetabbd). In the event that the victim 
wakes up and consents to the behaviour of the monk, both participants 
have to be expelled (ndsetabbd). The same rule applies in the case of a 
novice raping a sleeping monk or fellow-novice (Vin III 33.28-31), and 
in the case of a monk who is forced to rape a nun, a female probationer 
{sikkhamdnd), or a female novice (Vin HI 39.37-40.6): Both partic
ipants are found not guilty if they do not consent, but otherwise have to 
be expelled {ndsetabbd). The same goes for a monk who is forced to 
rape a lay-woman, a homosexual9, or another monk (Vin III 40.5-13). 

7. On this ecclesiastical act see Jin-Il CHUNG, Pravdranavastu im Vinayavastu der 
Mulasarvastivadin, Gottingen, 1997 (SWTF, Beiheft 7) (in press). 

8. There is at least one instance of a physical expulsion of a monk found to be not 
"pure" (Vin II 237.8-10: atha kho Mahamoggalldno tarn puggalam bdhayam 
gahetva bahi dvarakotthaka nikkhametva sucighatikam datva...). 

9. For an interpretation of the term pandaka see Leonard ZWILLING, "Homo
sexuality as Seen in Indian Buddhist Texts", Buddhism, Sexuality, and Gender, 
ed. Jose Ignacio CABEZfJN, Albany, 1992 (Bibliotheca Indo-Buddhica Series, 
113), pp. 203-214. 
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In all these cases the term pardjika is not applied even though the 
respective offenders are apparently guilty of a pardjika offence. It may 
be that in the Vinaya for these instances the term ndsetabba is used 
instead of pardjika, once again because an expulsion performed by the 
Samgha is thought necessary.10 

Another instance of rape is mentioned in the introductory story of the 
rule Samghddisesa 8 in the Bhikkhuvibhanga: Two monks feel that they 
have been treated unfairly by the monk Dabba. Therefore, they persuade 
the nun Mettiya to accuse Dabba of having raped her in order to have 
Dabba expelled (nasapeyya; Vin III 162.14-27).11 Thus this passage also 
pertains to the instances of the casuistry of Pardjika 1 mentioned above. 
It is quite possible that the two malicious monks aimed to have Dabba 
expelled by the Samgha, as implied by the application of the verb 
nasapeyya. However, according to the story, the Buddha asked Dabba 
whether the nun's accusations were true (Vin III 162.30-31), and the 
pdtimokkha rule views the case as an example of a consciously false 
accusation of a pardjika offence (Vin III 163.22**).12 Since Dabba 
pleaded innocent to having raped Mettiya, the Buddha ordered Mettiya 
to be expelled (Vin III 162.38-163.1: tena hi bhikkhave Mettiyam 
bhikkhunim ndsetha).^ This procedure, however, is not based on any 
fixed rule of the Vinaya, since until then there existed no regulation 
prohibiting monks or nuns from accusing another of having committed a 
pardjika offence. In the Vinaya a person having caused the formulation 

10. This could be the case because a rape is viewed as a very grave transgression of 
both Buddhist monastic and Brahmanical law. Rape in the Vinaya, particularly the 
rape of a nun, is frequently mentioned as one of the most serious infringements 
of Buddhist monastic law (cf. Vin I 85.24; 89.2-3 and 11-12; 121.7; 135.3; 
168. 10; 320. 13 etc.); for some examples in the Brahmanical law see Ganganatha 
JHA, Hindu Law in its Sources, Vol. I, Allahabad, 1930, pp. 481-484. 

11. In the Cullavagga (Vin II 74.24 - 79.37) the introductory story of Samghddisesa 
8 is repeated almost word for word. Here Mettiya is also expelled, and the story 
introduces the ecclesiastical act of the giving of a sativinaya, "a verdict of 
innocence" (Vin II 79.37-80.31). By means of this ecclesiastical act it is 
officially agreed that the Samgha trusts the accused person (cf. NOLOT, SVTT II, 
pp.99, 109). 

12. However, the focus of this rule is not on the behaviour of the nun Mettiya but on 
the behaviour of the monks who caused Mettiya to utter the wrong accusation. 

13. Vin III 162.38-163.3. After that the malicious monks were remorseful and 
begged the other monks not to expel Mettiya for she had not committed any 
offence (Vin 111 163.3-6). 
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of a pdtimokkha rule is exempted from any punishment, since Buddhist 
monastic law is a case-law following the principle nulla poena sine 
lege.*4 In any case, even if Mettiya had been found guilty of an offence, 
she would have had to undergo the punishment for a samghadisesa 
offence, that is a 14 days probation (manattaY5, rather than an expulsion 
from the order, as was the case according to the introductory story of 
Samghadisesa 8. Until this point in the text the only cause for the appli
cation of nasana mentioned in the Vinaya is rape or the concealment of 
apdrdjika offence. However in this case, Mettiya neither concealed a 
parajika offence nor did she rape anybody, but rather accused another of 
having raped her. Therefore, her expulsion must be regarded as an 
exception, made possible through the personal intervention of the 
Buddha.16 In addition, it is worth noting that according to the introduc
tory story and the pdtimokkha rule it was not Mettiya's behaviour which 
gave rise to the formulation of the rule but rather the behaviour of the 
two monks who caused Mettiya to make the unfounded accusation.17 In 
any case, in this passage the term nasana is not used as a technical term 
of Buddhist monastic law. The same holds true for one passage of the 
Suttapitaka, namely an account in the Karandavasutta of the Metta-
vagga in the Anguttaranikaya. Here a monk accused of having com
mitted an offence changes the subject and talks about other things (AN 
IV 168.24-27). This leads the Buddha himself to demand his expulsion 
(AN IV 169.1-2: dhamath' ... niddhamatW ..., AN IV 169.10: tarn 
enam ... bahiddhd ndsenti). This procedure is not based on any fixed 
rule of the Vinaya but, on the contrary, contradicts the regulations of 
Buddhist monastic law: According to Pacittiya 12 of the Bhikkhu-
vibhahga the evasion of an accusation is a pacittiya offence, the conse-

14. Cf. VON HlNOBER, "Buddhist Law", p. 7; cf. Hellmuth HECKER, "Allgemeine 
Rechtsgrundsatze in der buddhistischen Ordensverfassung (Vinaya)", 
Verfassung undRecht in Obersee 10/1, ed. Herbert KROGER (1977), pp. 89-115; 
p. 96. 

15. For manatta see NOLOT, SVTT HI, pp. 117-122. 
16. Thus this reference does not confirm C. S. UPASAK's opinion that nasana 

generally is applied as a term for the expulsion of nuns (Dictionary of Early 
Buddhist Monastic Terms [Based on Pali Literature], Varanasi 1975; s.v. 
Nasana). 

17. This issue is extensively discussed in the commentary and is dealt with again here 
below (p. 103). 
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quence of which is confession but not expulsion.18 Thus it is possible 
that the introductory story of Samghddisesa 8 and the just mentioned 
account in the Suttapitaka belong to the eldest stratum of the canonical 
texts, being formulated before the term ndsand was used with a "juridi
cal" meaning. 

In another passage of the Mahdvagga the term ndsand is applied for 
the expulsion of fully ordained members of the order (Vin 1 85.27-
90.9). There it is stated that certain individuals are not entitled to full 
ordination (upasampadd) and, if ordination already has been bestowed 
on them, they have to be expelled (ndsetabbo). The eleven types of indi
viduals concerned apparently did not receive upasampadd legitimately, 
having committed a grave offence in the time of household-life, or 
simply because they were considered physically unfit for full member
ship in the order.19 The individuals concerned include homosexuals 
{pandaka\ Vin I 86.7-9)20, fake monks, persons converted to another 

18. On the other hand, this account in the Anguttaranikdya may well have served as a 
basis for Pdcittiya 12 of the Bhikkhuvibhanga (Vin IV 36.37**). According to 
the introductory story of this rule a monk also evaded an accusation (Vin IV 
35.26-29). Since the Manorathapurani (Mp IV 74.11-13), the commentary on 
the Anguttaranikdya, links the canonical passage commented upon with an 
ecclesiastical act introduced and described in the Cullavagga (Vin II 101.4-
102.10: tassapapiyyasikdkamma) by rendering "he evades" {annen" annam 
paticarati) with "he conceals (his offence)" (paticchddeti), this passage of the 
Cullavagga may also have been inspired by the above-mentioned passage of the 
Anguttaranikdya. For some more examples of passages of the Suttapitaka which 
contain rather old Vinaya material, cf. VON HlNDBER, Handbook, §§ 67, 74, 80; 
cf. the references given in VON HlNtiBER, "Buddhist Law", note 5. 

19. One passage in the Parivdra (Vin V 140.14-15) refers to this passage in the 
Mahdvagga without adding anything new. According to the Samantapdsddikd 
(Sp 1391.26-27) in another passage of the Parivdra (Vin V 216.32) the term 
nasita refers to the eleven types of individuals mentioned above as well. 

20. The Vajirabuddhitika (Vjb 114.24-115.31) provides several additional 
explanations of the casuistry of Pdrdjika 1 of the Bhikkhuvibhanga. In the 
canonical text a monk or a nun changes sex. The Vajirabuddhitika has a 
discussion about what age the individuals received full ordination, since married 
women are allowed to enter the order at the age of twelve, whereas men can only 
receive full ordination at the age of twenty. It is explicitly stated in this passage of 
the subcommentaries that during the sex change process the individuals are not 
considered to bepandakas (in this casepandaka probably means "without outer 
signs of sex") and thus do not have to be expelled because of Vin I 85.27 - 86.9 
(Vjb 115, 10-12; cf. Sp-t III 256.19-22). 
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religion (theyyasamvdsaka, titthiyapakkantaka; Vin I 86.31-35)21, 
animals (tiracchdnagata; Vin I 88.1-3), matricides (mdtughdtaka; Vin I 
88.20-21), patricides (pitughdtaka; Vin I 88.24-26), those who have 
killed an Arhat (arahantaghdtaka; Vin I 89.4-6), raped a nun, or caused 
a split within the order, as well as persons who have caused bloodshed 
(bhikkhunidiisaka, samghabhedaka, lohituppddaka; Vin I 89.11-16)22, 
and hermaphrodites (ubhatovjanjanaka; Vin I 89.19-21). Although these 
persons committed no offence during monkhood, the expulsion ndsand 
has to be performed by the Samgha, since it was the Samgha which 
acted improperly (though unknowingly) by bestowing ordination in 
these cases. Therefore the Samgha is forced to restore a lawful state by 
explicitly cancelling the ecclesiastical act of ordination. In the Parivdra 
one additional piece of information referring to the expulsion of these 
eleven persons is provided: The ecclesiastical act of ordination in these 
cases is referred to as vatthuvipatti, i.e. "defect in material" (Vin V 
222.6-14: ... vatthuvipannam adhammakammam ...). This is confirmed 
by the commentary upon the Pdtimokkha, the Kankhdvitaranl, stating 
that these eleven cases are avatthukd, meaning that they are "not 
potential material" for an ordination procedure (Kkh 17.27-29 and 19.3-
5). Therefore, if the ordination ceremony (upasampaddkamma) has 
indeed been performed not withstanding the avatthuka status of these 
persons, then the ecclesiastical act itself is considered invalid and has to 
be openly annulled by the Samgha. 

Unlike the monks novices are not subject to Buddhist monastic 
discipline, but have to observe ten specified rules. The expulsion of 
novices is also called ndsand in the Vinaya. According to Pdcittiya 70 of 
the Bhikkhuvibhanga (Vin IV 139.18**-34**) a novice (samanuddesa) 
who upholds a view specified as false about the utterances of the Buddha 
has to be expelled (Vin IV 139.32**: ... tathd ndsitam samanuddesam). 
This is the only passage describing the actual procedure of ndsand in the 
Vinaya.2* if a novice ignores one admonition he is to be sent away with 

21. According to the Samantapasadika (Sp 1017.10-12) a theyyasamvasaka may not 
obtain even a lower ordination {pabbajja). 

22. With regard to the individuals who have caused a split within the order and the 
ones who have converted to another religion, the refusal to ordain clearly refers to 
their second ordination, since they have both previously been members of the 
order. 

23. This procedure is described in the introductory story, in the rule, and in the 
canonical commentary (padabhajaniya) of Pdcittiya 70 (Vin IV 138.32 -139.4). 
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the following words: "From this day onwards, dear friend Samanuddesa, 
this Lord is not to be viewed as your teacher anymore; the privileges 
given to other Samanuddesas, namely sleeping two or three nights in one 
room with the monks, these are not (given) to you anymore; go, leave!" 
This suggests that the expulsion of novices is not an ecclesiastical act but 
rather an informal - though to some extent formalized - request made to 
the novice. In addition we know from the andpatti formula that this 
expulsion can later be amended (Vin IV 140.30-31).24 According to the 
rule's introductory story, the novice Kantaka advocated the false view 
given in the rule itself (Vin IV 138.20-24). There his misconduct is 
referred to as "slandering" of the Lord (ma bhagavantam abbhdcikkhi, 
na hi sadhu bhagavato abbhdkkhdnam; cf. Vin IV 134.14-15). 
According to the Cullavagga (Vin II 25.10-27.18) similar behaviour by 
a monk leads to his suspension (ukkhepand)25, whereas in the case of a 
novice expulsion (ndsand) is called for. This mutual proximity of 
suspension (ukkhepand) of a fully ordained member of the order and 
expulsion (ndsand) of a novice is implied in one passage of the Parivdra 
as well (Vin V 115.23-24). 

The misbehaviour of the novice Kantaka, however, is one of the ten 
general reasons for ndsand for novices. These ten reasons are listed in 
the Mahdvagga (Vin I 85.19-26);26 

I prescribe, monks, the expelling of a novice possessing the following ten 
characteristics: If he destroys living beings, takes things not given, adheres to an 
impure moral code, if he lies, drinks alcoholic drinks, speaks ill of the Buddha, 
speaks ill of the Samgha, speaks ill of the Dhamma, holds false views, or is a 
rapist of nuns. 

Five of these ten characteristics are in violation of the first five of the 
ten training rules set forth for novices27 and the remaining five are other 

24. The focus of the rule Pacittiya 70 is, of course, on the behaviour of the monks, 
who are not allowed to keep regular contact with a Samanuddesa expelled in this 
manner. 

25. In Pacittiya 68 of the Bhikkhuvibhahga the same behaviour as Kantaka's is 
attributed to the monk Arittha. There it results in a pacittiya offence. However, 
the introductory story of Pacittiya 68 (Vin IV 133.32-135.5) is repeated word 
for word in the Cullavagga (Vin II 25.10-26.33). There the suspension 
{ukkhepand) of the monk Arittha who did not give up his false view is described. 

26. Parivara VI. 10 (Vin V 138.16-17) refers to this passage without making any 
additions. 

27. Consequently it is stated in the Samantapasadika that the violation of the first 
five training rules is punished by nasana. To complement the content of the 
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examples of incorrect behaviour. The expulsion of the novice Kantaka in 
Pacittiya 70 fits into either the sixth or the ninth of these ten situations. 
Kantaka either "speaks ill of the Buddha" (buddhassa avannam bhdsati) 
or could be said to "hold a false view" (micchdditthiko), as can be seen 
from the introductory story of Pacittiya 70 (see above). Additionally, 
one can conjecture from the a«apam'-formula of Pacittiya 70 that the 
expulsion of novices in any of these cases can later be amended. 

In the canonical references discussed above three concepts of the use 
of the term nasand can be distinguished. Firstly, Mettiya and the monk 
in the Ahguttaranikdya are expelled not because of any violation of a 
pdtimokkha rule but because of the personal intervention of the Buddha. 
Secondly, as a technical term of Buddhist monastic law as laid down in 
the Vinayapitaka, nasand stands for the expulsion of a member of the 
order performed by the Samgha. This expulsion seems to be irreversible, 
since with regard to monks and nuns it is frequently applied in the case 
of a pdrdjika offence.28 In these cases nasand is used either because the 
committed offence is considered to be a very grave one (rape), or 
because the respective person did not admit to his offence immediately 
after having committed it, but rather only after a certain period of 
concealment, as illustrated by Pdrdjika 2 of the Bhikkhunivibhariga and 
by the expulsion of a monk during the ecclesiastical act of pavarand.29 

canonical text the same commentary informs us that the violation of rules 6-10 of 
the Samaneras' is to be punished by a dandakamma (Sp 1012.32-1013.1 and 
1015.2-4; cf.Sp-t III 255.8-9). 

28. On the other hand, one passage found in the Parivdra fails to conform the 
supposition that nasand in the Vinaya generally refers to the Samgha's expulsion 
of a monk or nun who has committed a pdrdjika offence. In Vin V 137.5-7 
nasand is used only with regard to the eighth pdrdjika rule for nuns, but not with 
regard to any of the other seven pdrdjikas. It is unclear why the term nasand is 
employed in only this instance. 

29. In addition to the information gathered from the canonical text, the commentaries 
Samantapasddikd and Sumangalavildsini also mention nasand in connection 
with a previous concealment of a pdrdjika offence, while commenting upon the 
potential ways of settling the four kinds of "legal matters" (adhikarana). In the 
Cullavagga (Vin II 101.4-102.10) a monk is accused of having committed a 
weighty offence, that is to say, a pdrdjika or another, "similar offence" (Vin II 
101.8-11; according to Samantapasddikd [Sp 1199.1-3] this means a dukkata or 
thullaccaya, according to the Papancasudanl [Ps IV 48.3-10] parajika-
sdmantam here is a "heavy offence", that is a Samghadisesa). The accused monk 
pretends for a while not to recall the particular incident referred to, after which he 
then admits to having committed another, less significant offence (appamattikam 
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Additionally, in the Vinayapitaka ndsand is applied for the expulsion of 
persons who should not have received full ordination at all. In this case 
it was the Samgha's mistake to bestow ordination on the unsuitable 
individuals. For this reason the Sarngha is forced to act by revoking the 
ecclesiastical act by the expulsion ndsand. Thirdly, ndsand is applied to 
the expulsion of novices, which may become necessary because of the 
ten reasons listed in the Mahdvagga. One of these reasons is referred to 
in a pdtimokkha rule {Pdcittiya 70). This specific expulsion of novices 
evidently corresponds to the temporary suspension (ukkhepand) of 
monks and may be cancelled. 

The only canonical trace of a more explicit classification of the 
application of the term ndsand is to be found in the Parivdra, the most 
recent section of the Vinayapitaka. There "three expelled (persons)" 
(ndsitakd tayo; Vin V 211.13-17) are mentioned. This specific tripar-
tition marks the transition to the much more elaborate definition as 
formulated in the commentaries. The commentary Samantapdsddikd, 
which was compiled more than half a millenium after the completion of 
the Vinayapitaka, comments upon this passage of the Parivdra (Sp 
1383.36-1384.4). There a short explanation is given, and a more 
detailed definition in an earlier passage of the same commentary is 
referred to. There (Sp 582.19-26), in the commentary on the intro
ductory story of Samghddisesa 8 mentioned above, the tripartition of 
ndsand is explained in detail: 

There are three (kinds of) ndsand: linganasana, samvdsandsand and danda-
kammandsand. Of these 'A rapist has to be expelled' is a linganasana. If 

dpattim), before finally pleading guilty to the offence he is actually accused of. In 
such a case the ecclesiastical act known as tassapdpiyyasika-kamma is applied, 
whereby the accused monk is deprived of some of his rights until his 
rehabilitation (see NOLOT, SVTTII, p. 110). In the commentary on this passage 
of the Cullavagga in the Samantapdsddikd the term ndsand is used: The accused 
monk evades the accusation because he fears expulsion (ndsand) once having 
admitted to the offence (Sp 1199.6-7). Similar explanations are to be found in the 
Sumahgalavildsini, in the commentary on the Sangitisutta in the Dighanikdya 
(DN III 254.10-18). The canonical text commented upon briefly mentions the 
same situation as described in the Cullavagga. According to the Sumangala-
vildsini, the accused monk will be expelled if he has committed apdrdjika offence 
(ayam ev' assa ndsand bhavissatiti). If he has committed a less serious offence, 
the so-called tassapdpiyyasikdkamma is performed and he can, after a period of 
good behaviour, regain his status as a regular monk (Sv III 1042.20-24). 
Evidently the expulsion following the concealment otapdrdjika offence in these 
cases is referred to by the term ndsand. 
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(monks) perform an ecclesiastical act of suspension (ukkhepaniyakamma) 
because of the non-recognition of or the not making amends for an offence or 
because of the not giving up of a wrong view, it is a samvasanasana. If (monks) 
perform an ecclesiastical act of punishment (dandakamma) (by saying): 'Go, 
leave!', that is a dandakammanasana. In this case, however, with reference to 
linganasana, the wording is: 'Expel the nun Mettiya!' 

Following this definition a controversy between the Abhayagirivasins 
and the Mahaviharavasins is reported in the Samantapdsddikd.*0 This 
controversy evidently is the result of the Samantapdsddikd's inter
pretation of an earlier passage in the Vinaya containing the term ndsand. 
In the commentary on the casuistry of Pdrdjika 1, which demands 
expulsion (ndsand) for a rapist (dusaka) (see above, p. 95), the Samanta-
pdsddikd seems to be in need of an explanation as to why in this case the 
culprit is expelled by ndsand. The commentary thus claims that no 
evidence from the side of the culprit is necessary in case of rape. A 
rapist (dusaka) is thus expelled without having given his own view (Sp 
269.9-12);3i 

'Both have to be expelled' is: both have to be expelled by a linganasana. In this 
case no evidence from the rapist is required. The victim has to be expelled if he -
after having been asked - gave evidence (that he consented to the rape). If he did 
not consent, (the victim) does not have to be expelled. The same goes for a 
Samanera.32 

The controversy between Abhayagirivasins and Mahaviharavasins now 
focuses on the question of what the actual reason was for the expulsion 
of Mettiya. Oskar VON HlNOBER ("Buddhist Law", p. 37) states "in the 
commentary the problem is discussed at some length, whether the nun 

30. Oskar VON HlNOBER ("Buddhist Law", pp. 37f.) emphazises the importance of 
this passage, since this is the only instance in the Vinayapitaka where two 
existing versions of the Vinaya are given. 

31. This is in contradiction with the statement of the Samantapdsddika as to why the 
Buddha asked Dabba, whether the nun Mettiya's accusation was true (Sp 
581.15-19): "[The Buddha said to Dabba:] 'If it is done by you, (say) 'It is done' 
means: what does he show by this (word)? He shows that (the accused person) 
has to speak out himself whether or not he has done it, since it is not possible 
using the (monks') assembly's authority or favouritism to find a person, who is 
in fact innocent, to be guilty or vice versa.1" Cf. also Sp 582.16-19: '"For this 
reason, monks, expel the nun Mettiya!' means: the words of Dabba and (the 
words of) the (nun) do not conform. Therefore it is said: 'Expel the nun 
Mettiya!'" 

32. This last statement probably refers to the tenth of the ten reasons for nasana of a 
novice, which are listed in the Mahavagga (see above, p. 100). 
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was expelled with the consent (patinndya) of Dabba Mallaputta or not". 
According to the Sdratthadipani23 patinndya apparently does not mean 
"having consented" but rather "having given her view", which refers to 
Mettiya. Thus the discussion of the two factions in the Samantapdsddikd 
is about whether the expulsion of Mettiya was because of her (false) 
statement (Abhayagiri view) or for another reason (Mahavihara view).34 

The Samantapdsddikd enlightens us that an expert then intervened who 
decided that the Mahaviharavasins were right (Sp 583.14-15)35. How
ever, even then it remained unclear which offence Mettiya was accused 
of. This question is extensively discussed in the subsequent passage of 
the Samantapdsddikd. There it is stated that Mettiya did not commit a 
samghddisesa offence since the rule Samghddisesa 8 of the Bhikkhu-
vibhanga applies only to nuns with respect to other nuns or to monks 
with respect to other monks, but not to nuns with respect to monks (Sp 
583.15-17 and 28; Sp 584.3-5).36 This suggests that Mettiya had com-

33. Sp-t II 346. 8-11: ayyenamhi diisitdti patinndtattd taya patinndya yadi ndsitd 
thero karako hoti saddoso ti attho. akdrako hotiti taya katapatinnam anapekkhi-
tvd yadi bhagavatd pakatidussilabhdvam yeva sandhdya sd ndsitd thero akdrako 
hotiti adhippdyo. 

34. It is not doubted at all that she had made this statement: Vin III 162.21-22 and 
27: ayyena 'mhi Dabbena Mallaputtena dusitd 'ti. In the above-mentioned 
commentary in the Samantapdsddikd and the subcommentary on this passage it is 
not clear what person thero stands for, and what action is referred to by karako. 
Uthera refers to Dabba, then kdraka means that he was thought to actually have 
raped Mettiya. This is not true, as we know from the introductory story of 
Samghddisesa 8. Additionally, if Dabba was a rapist - why should Mettiya have 
been expelled because of her accusation? Therefore it is quite probable that 
karako thero stands for the monk who performed the expulsion of nun Mettiya. 
If he did so because Mettiya had made her (false) statement, then he evidently 
doubted the truthfulness of her evidence. However, a rape is believed to have ac
tually happened as soon as a person claims to have been raped (Vmv 1 282.1-2). 
Therefore, if the monk in spite of Mettiya's evidence performed her expulsion, 
then he is a karako thero and is said to be "with fault" (sadosa). If, on the other 
hand, the monk entrusted with Mettiya's expulsion expelled her for another 
reason, then he is thought to be not instrumental in the performance of the wrong 
punishment (akdrako thero) and is consequently "without fault" (niddosa). 

35. Cf. Sp 584.5-9; cf. Vmv I 282.9-10; cf. Sp-t II 346.8-13. 
36. See also Sp-t II 346.21 and Sp-t II 347.2-3. Additionally, according to the 

Cullavagga (Vin II 276.9-18) a monk may not be accused by a nun. For the 
difficulty of applying to nuns the rules given only in the Bhikkhuvibhanga, see 
Ute HOSKEN, Die Regeln fiir die buddhistische Nonnengemeinde im Vinaya-
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mitted either a dukkata or zpdcittiya. However, the outcome of both 
offences is not the expulsion of the culprit but a simple confession (Sp 
584.5-7).37 The commentator solves this discrepancy by stating that 
Mettiya herself was aware of her bad conduct and was because of this 
expelled by the Buddha (Sp 584.7-9). However, we have to remember 
the fact that there is no hint of Mettiya's self-awareness in the Vinaya. 
This explanation thus seems to be a provisional solution by the author of 
the Samantapdsddikd, who otherwise would have had to admit that the 
Buddha ordered the monks to act against the Vinaya. 

The dusaka in Pdrdjika 1 (Bhikkhuvibhanga) and Mettiya are expelled 
by a lingandsana according to the passages of the Samantapdsddikd 
discussed above. The same source provides the additional information 
that the actual expulsion of the nun Mettiya involves her disrobing (Sp 
584.11-13)38. Disrobing is therefore called lingandsana. Since the 
expulsion of fully ordained persons is called lingandsana also in the 
cases of the monk admitting during pavarand to having committed a 
pdrdjika offence (see above, p. 94; Sp 1078.9), and in the case of the 
erroneously ordained eleven kinds of individuals in the Mahdvagga (see 
above, p. 98; Sp 1016.15-16), it is probably, in each of these cases, also 
performed by disrobing the guilty party. In all these instances the 
expulsion seems to be irreversible. 

Once again, as in the commentary on Samghddisesa 8, in the 
commentary on the passage of the pdtimokkha about the expulsion of the 
novice Kantaka {Pdcittiya 70, see above, p. 99) the "three kinds of 
ndsand" are listed in the Samantapdsddikd (Sp 870.34- 871.6):39 

"Expel him" means: here we are faced with a threefold nasana: samvasanasand, 
lingandsana and dandakammandsana. Thus the suspension because of the 
refusal to see an offence etc. is called samvasanasand. "A rapist has to be 
expelled" (and) "Expel nun Mettiya!" is called lingandsana. "From this day on, 
Venerable Samanuddesa, this Lord is not to be perceived as your teacher 
anymore!", this is dandakammandsana: this is valid here. Therefore he said: 
"And thus, monks, he should be expelled: '... leave!'" 

Pitaka der Theravddin (Monographien zur Indischen Archaologie, Kunst und 
Philologie, 11), in press, §1.1.1. 

37. Cf. Sp-t II 347.11 -13 and Vjb 196.15-17. 
38. See also Sp 591.26; 592.1; and Sp-t II 345.27: "'Expel her' means: give her 

white clothes and reduce her to lay status." 

39. Cf. Kkh 127.39- 128.6. 
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It follows, according to this interpretation, that the expulsion of Kantaka 
in Pdcittiya 70 is a dandakammandsand. According to the information 
of the canonical text (see above, p. 99) the novice is sent away and is 
thus excluded from membership in the order, since he may no longer 
view the Buddha as his teacher. However, he may later regain his status 
as a novice. 

Contrary to the Samantapasadika, in the Vinaya the term danda
kammanasana is unknown, but dandakamma and ndsand are treated in 
different sections of Mahdvagga and Cullavagga. An ecclesiastical act 
of punishment (dandakamma) can be performed by monks or nuns. The 
Vinaya gives accounts of dandakammas being performed by monks 
regarding novices or nuns, and by nuns regarding monks, but not by 
monks regarding monks or by nuns regarding nuns. In the Mahdvagga 
(Vin I 84.11-15) five particular situations are enumerated which result 
in the performance of a dandakamma by monks with respect to novices. 
The result of this dandakamma is not preordained. The severity of the 
punishment is, to a large extent, determined by the particular monks 
performing the dandakamma. However, according to the Mahdvagga 
(Vin I 84.22-25) the punishment may not include prohibiting entry into 
the whole area of an Arama (Vin I 84.15-25).40 

The outcome of ndsand for novices is not defined in the Vinaya, but is 
discussed in the Samantapasadika (Sp 1014.8-12; cf. Sp-t III 255.6-7). 
There the expulsion of a novice due to any of the ten characteristics 
listed in Vin I 85.19-26 is called lihgandsana. That means that his 
"taking of refuge", his choice of a preceptor (upajjhdya), and his right 
to occupy a lodging no longer has any relevance for him. For the time 
being only "the outer sign1' (lihga) is retained by him. If in future he 
does not conform to correct conduct he should then definitely be 
excluded (Sp 1014.16-19; cf. Sp-t III 256.3-5). If, however, he recog
nizes his mistake, the offence is not within the scope of lihgandsana and 
the guilty novice can reestablish integration within the order (Sp 
1014.19-30). At the same time, it is certain that the conscious trans
gression of any one of the first five of the rules of Samaneras is 
tantamount to a pdrdjika for the monks (Sp 1014.30-1015.2). In the 
Samantapasadika a passage of the Kurundi is cited. This source informs 

40. The introductory sentences state that Samaneras, who were prohibited from 
entering an Arama, departed, left the order, and converted to other religious 
groups (Vin I 84. 19-21). 
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us that if a novice transgresses the rules 6-9 mentioned in the nasana 
chapter of the Mahdvagga, he will be expelled "in the same way as 
Kantaka" in Pacittiya 70, that is, by means of a dandakammandsand (Sp 
1015.7-15),41 only after he is admonished up to three times. On the 
other hand, according to the Mahd-atthakathd and the Samantapdsddikd, 
even a successful admonition and the subsequent admission of the 
offence fail to release the novice from a dandakamma. At the same time, 
an unsuccessful admonition definitely results in a lingandsand (Sp 
1015.15-20),42 whereas a novice who has raped a nun can never receive 
lower ordination {pabbajjd) again, even if he should promise to refrain 
from such behaviour in future (Sp 1015.23-29). 

Thus, although dandakamma and nasana in the Vinaya itself differ 
considerably, the author of the Samantapdsddikd links both terms by 
distinguishing between different kinds of nasana to be applied to 
novices. Moreover, in the Samantapdsddikd it is stated that on occasion 
monks performed dandakamma^ with regard to novices with a view to 
preventing them from being expelled or from leaving the order (Sp 
1013.23-27). These explanations are evidently an attempt to differen
tiate the general term nasana. The variation between dandakamma
ndsana and lingandsand in the case of novices may have become 
necessary once the ten reasons for nasana listed in Vin I 85.19-26 were 
seen to have various degrees of seriousness. Despite the fact that each 
case concerns nasana, only an infringement of the first five training 
rules of the Samaneras, which is not later regretted, leads to the expul
sion known as lingandsand, the result of which appears irreversible. 
However, only after three unsuccessful admonitions does the violation of 
rules 6-9 lead to the expulsion of a novice known as dandakamma
ndsana, which can be cancelled, as noted above.43 

41. It is interesting that in the Vinaya only one admonition of Kantaka is mentioned, 
although the procedure of a threefold admonition is well known in the 
pdtimokkha, as we can see from the ydvatatiyaka samghadisesa rules. 

42. A similar description is given in the Kahkhdvitaranipordnatikd (Kkh-pt 100.16 -
101.2; see also Sp-t II 345.30-346.1). 

43. Both execution and reversal of dandakammandsand are described at length in the 
Samantapdsddikd. However, there the expulsion is known as nissdrand (Sp 
1402.22-28; cf. Kkh 131.31-33), although the wording of the formula suggests 
that Pacittiya 70 and Vin 1 85.19-26 (reasons 6-9) are being referred to (Sp 
1402.28-35). The reversal of the measure is known as osdrand (Sp 1403.3-13; 
cf. Kkh 131.33-34). According to the same text expulsion as well as revocation 
are ecclesiastical acts (apalokanakamma; Sp 1402.22-28 and 1403.3-13). 
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The last of the three types of nasana frequently mentioned in the 
Samantapdsadikd is the samvdsandsand, which is not described in the 
Vinaya. Samvasa in the Vinaya is a general term encompassing all the 
rights and duties of a monk or nun within their respective community.44 

The term is consistently defined in the Vinaya as ekakammam ekuddeso 
samasikkhdtd, "one common ecclesiastical act, a common recitation, and 
one and the same training" (e.g. Vin IV 214.31-33).45 Even in the 
Vinaya the term samvasa is qualified more specifically: asamvdsa means 
"without (any) communion", samdnasamvdsaka means "belonging to the 
same communion", and ndndsamvdsaka means "belonging to a different 
communion". As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, the term 
"without (any) communion" (asamvdsa) refers to a monk or nun who 
has transgressed one of the pdrdjika rules. The offender has lost his 
status as member of the Buddhist order and may never be ordained 
again. According to the Mahdvagga (Vin I 339.6-340.38) a suspended 
monk (ukkhitta bhikkhu) is not excluded from membership in the 
Buddhist order as a whole, but no longer belongs to the same commu
nion (samdnasamvdsaka) as the suspending monks (ukkhepakd bhikkhu). 
He is not prevented from founding or attaching himself to another 
communion. Therefore he is called "belonging to another communion" 
(ndndsamvdsaka). 

In the Samantapasadika, samvdsandsand is defined concisely as the 
suspension of a monk due to the refusal to see or for not making amends 
for an offence, or because of the refusal to give up a false view (Sp 

VAJIRAlsiANAVARORASA views the expulsion of novices in a different way. 
According to him it is stated in the Atthakathds that a novice's rights and 
privileges are lost completely, leaving only the status (Entrance III, p. 243). 
However, he does not tell us to what extent and in what respect the status is 
retained. In his opinion the nasana mentioned with regard to the Samanera 
Kantaka implies that the status is not in fact relinquished but instead that the 
culprit is simply excluded from the avdsa. Because of this, he renames this 
particular expulsion sambhoga-ndsana, "depriving of sharing", a term not to be 
found in the Vinaya or even in the commentaries. 
This definition only touches on the relationship between monks and monks or 
between nuns and nuns. Consequently, novices in this legal sense are not "in 
communion" with anyone. 
Samvdsandsand in the Sdratthadipani is explicitly defined with reference to this 
definition in the Vinaya (Sp-t II 345.29-30). 

44. 

45. 
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582.21-23; Sp 870.36-871.I).4* This definition implies that samvdsa
ndsand generally means "expulsion from the (same) communion" 
(*samdnasamvdsandsand). However, as noted above, ndsand may refer 
to monks who have broken a pdrdjika rule, who have concealed the 
offence, but who in the end have admitted to the transgression. In cases 
of samvdsandsand one could therefore think of a monk who has broken 
a pdrdjika rule but who does not wish to recognize his offence and, 
consequently, who does not wish to leave the order. The only means of 
getting rid of such a monk mentioned in the Vinaya to my knowledge is 
the performance of the ecclesiastical act of suspension (ukhhepaniya-
kamma). It is quite possible that this particular case is called samvdsa
ndsand, too. Samvdsandsand may thus implicitly include the suspension 
of a member of the order who has committed a pdrdjika but does not 
wish to admit to his wrongdoing. Thus two types of suspension, which 
are similar in procedure but different in effect are called samvdsa
ndsand: A monk, who has committed either a samghadisesa or a lesser 
offence, can be restored once he submits to the decision of the Samgha 
regarding his offence. However, a suspension due to the non-acknowl
edgement of a pdrdjika offence does not include the possibility of 
restoration.47 

46. However, despite the fact that the commentary on two passages in the Parivdra 
(Vin V 115.23-24 and 211.14-17) mentions only Mettiya, the dusaka, and the 
novice Kantaka, all three kinds of nasana are listed (Sp 1320.31-34 and Sp 
1383.36-1384.4). The common connection of samvdsa-nasana and suspension 
is thus missing in these instances. These two passages may be considered as 
evidence of multiple authorship of the Samantapdsddikd, as suggested by VON 
HlNtJBER, Handbook, § 220. 

47. Prompted by the fact that the restitution of a suspended (ukkhitta) monk is 
generally possible, VAJIRAMNAVARORASA states that samvdsa-nasana is an 
inaccurate term used in the Atthakathds (Entrance III, pp. 243.245). On the other 
hand, he claims that a monk who commits a pdrdjika (antimavatthu) and who 
does not leave the order, is then excluded by samvdsa-nasana: "the Samgha 
prohibits samvdsa absolutely and does not receive him again." According to him, 
there is no example to be found in the texts even though this is the way such 
cases are dealt with on a practical level up to the present day. He apparently 
overlooked the link of the above-mentioned particular ecclesiastical act of 
suspension (ukkhepaniyakamma) because of the non-admission of a pdrdjika 
offence with the "absolute prohibition of samvdsa". 
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In conclusion, it is possible to summarize the application of the term 
nasana and to trace the development of the use of this term and its 
derivations in the Vinaya and in the commentarial literature. The 
combined texts referred to above suggest the following historical devel
opment. In the Kdrandavasutta in the Ahguttaranikdya and in the intro
ductory story of Samghddisesa 8 the term nasana is a very general term 
for "expulsion". As the juridical terminology in the Vinaya developed, a 
distinction between pardjika and nasana was made, nasana then desig
nated the expulsion to be performed by the Samgha. The circumstances 
under which such an expulsion was thought to be necessary vary 
considerably: For example due to an invalid ordination, initial conceal
ment of a pardjika, or committing a serious offence such as rape. 
Additionally, the expulsion of novices is also called nasana. 

The Parivdra contains the first indication of a classification into three 
different types of nasana. This categorization, however, is elaborate 
only in the commentaries, which were compiled more than a half 
millenium later.48 There we find the terminological distinction of three 
kinds of nasana. Lingandsana here is the name for the irreversible 
expulsion of monk, nun, or novice. Dandakammandsand entails a less 
harsh type of expulsion of novices since it can later be revoked. This 
expulsion equates to samvdsandsand for monks, since samvdsandsand 
determines the suspension of individuals who until their restoration are 
not allowed to live in the same communion (samdnasamvdsa) with the 
suspending monks. Additionally, samvdsandsand probably designates the 
special case of the suspension of a monk due to non-recognition of his 
pardjika offence. In this case no restoration is possible. 

48. Similar observations could be made by Oskar VON HINOBER regarding the 
treatment of the samutthdnas of the different offences of the Patimokkha ("The 
arising of an offence: apattisamutthana. A note on the structure and history of 
the Theravada-Vinaya", Journal of the Pali Text Society 16 [1992], pp. 55-69; 
pp.58f.,61,68). 
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